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bask verb 
1. to lie or relax in a pleasant warmth or atmosphere 
2. to take pleasure or derive enjoyment

Basq Spa is about creating a space for rituals of  
self care for mind, body and soul.

Our mission is to provide a warm, inviting, and 
comfortable environment to each and every  
guest that walks through our door. 

BASQ-ing allows you to relax and heal through  
the integration of skin, mind, body, spirit, and 
emotional well-being. 

Each therapist brings their passion, unique skills, 
personal touch, and understanding to ensure each 
guest receives a signature experience. 

Our spa menu includes massage therapy, relaxation 
and medical grade facials and skin treatments, body 
treatments, holistic treatments such as ear candling, 
infrared sauna and reiki, traditional beauty treatments 
as well as spa packages. 

Every member of the Basq Spa team has a passion 
for their work, and that passion drives us to achieve 
the highest standard of excellence.

Basq Spa is located in the Old Museum building near 
Oddie’s Creek - perfectly situated on the border of 
Albury and Wodonga and only a stone’s throw from 
the Murray River. Here, we focus on treating and 
maintaining your skin and body health on a cellular 
level with medical grade products and equipment.

Please check our website and social media for up-to-
date monthly and seasonal specials and promotions.

Spa Ethos



kitomba.com/bookings/basqbeautyent

basq-spa.myshopify.com

Book online

Online shop

02 6021 5910

323 Wodonga Place, Albury NSW 2640

basqspa@gmail.com

@basqspa

@basqspa

Contact



Arrival
We recommend you arrive 10 minutes prior to your 
appointment for all spa treatments. This will allow 
time to unwind and complete the necessary health 
questionnaire before your treatment. Arriving late 
may minimise your spa treatment as we endeavour to 
commence and conclude all treatments as scheduled.

Noise
To ensure all guests enjoy their visit to Basq, we 
do request noise is kept to a minimum. Please turn 
mobile phones and other electronic devices off or 
silent while in a treatment. Please be mindful of the 
energy you bring in.

Gift Vouchers
Our gift vouchers are available for all treatments and 
open amounts. Payment can be made over the phone 
and the voucher sent to you or the recipient.  
Gift vouchers are valid for 3 years and must be 
presented upon redemption. Gift vouchers are not 
refundable. You can also find a link on our website 
and booking site to online vouchers.

Something Special
Did you know almost all of our facial, massage and 
body treatments can be experienced side by side 
with someone special in our couples treatment room.

Spa Etiquette



Appointments
Please book your appointments in advance to  
receive your preferred date, time and therapist.  
Most treatments require a 20% deposit.

Cancellation Policy
When cancelling or rescheduling your appointment, 
please be aware that we have especially reserved that 
time for you. We request that you provide us with 24 
hours notice or a cancellation fee will be charged. This 
fee is 20% of the total treatment cost if 24 hours notice 
is not given. If less than 2 hours notice is given, you 
will be charged the full price of your treatment total.

Parking
Complimentary on-site, all day parking is available at 
the front of the spa in Wodonga Place or in the car 
park next to the building. You will also find ample  
all-day parking in Ebden Street.

Payment Options
We accept Eftpos, PayPal, Bank Card, Mastercard and 
Visa. AfterPay and ZipPay is available in-store for all 
product, service and gift voucher purchases.

Hours Of Operation
Please check our website for current trading hours.

* Basq reserves the right to alter prices without notice

Spa Etiquette
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Bespoke  
Spa Facials
Sensory skin treatments targeting your specific skin concerns 
and conditions. Not sure where to start? Need a gift for 
someone? Build your own customised skin treatment with  
Ginger & Me Neurocosmedics.

Clinical Power Facial 30 min, $99
This express treatment is perfect for the time poor or first time 
client who wants all the results without all the fuss. Includes 
hand, arm and scalp massage as well as a customised cleanse, 
exfoliation, mask and moisturise. Finishes with signature skin chill 
globes massage.

Clinical Bespoke Spa Facial 60 min, $165
For all skin types, your 60 minute skin journey is tailored to you. 
Begins with a mineral foot soak and welcome drink and includes 
a customised double cleanse, exfoliation, clinical mask, scalp, 
neck, decolletage and facial massage. Finishes with signature 
skin chill globes massage.

Clinical Bespoke Spa Facial  
with a peel upgrade  $190

Clinical Bespoke Spa Facial  
with LED 80 min, $199

Clinical Bespoke Spa Facial  
with peel upgrade and LED  90 min, $220

Signature Mindfulness Facial 70 min, $180
The ultimate mind/body/skin treatment customised to your skin 
type and concerns. Ageing, Brightening, Purifying or Hydrating – 
this wholesome facial experience is created for skin health and 
mental wellbeing. Includes a mineral foot soak, welcome drink, 
signature welcome ritual with customised facial & peel, face, 
neck, decolletage, scalp, hand and arm massage + a signature 
mindfulness audio meditation while your mask is on.

Signature Mindfulness Facial Ritual  
with LED and Double Power Peel  90 min, $240
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Massage
Basq Relaxation Body Massage
Our 60, 75 and 90 minute signature massage treatments also 
begin with a magnesium mineral foot soak and herbal tea 
(please let us know if a cup of tea...isn’t your cup of tea - we can 
happily accommodate!).
Essential for your physical and emotional health, relaxation 
massage assists in restoring normal function to the nervous, 
circulatory, digestive and lymphatic systems.
All massages include hot towels and your choice of:
— Unscented massage oil,
— 100% cold pressed coconut oil, or
— Customised essential oil blend with your chosen scent 

available to purchase as a body oil or body butter.

30 min $85
45 min $120
60 min $149
75 min $179
90 min $210

•  Pregnancy massage is also available, please see the 
“Mumma to Be” page

•  Remedial massage is sometimes available, please phone the 
spa to check availability

Hot Stone Massage
Begin your journey with a mineral foot soak and herbal tea and 
then let us dissolve away your stress and tension with the weight 
and warmth of smooth, naturally formed basalt stones.
75 min $195
90 min $229

Foot Treatment  40 min, $110 
Begin with a mineral foot soak and welcome drink, followed  
by a salt scrub exfoliation of the feet and specialised foot  
and leg massage.

Suggested Add Ons
30 min sauna prior to massage  $27
Add on ear candling  $49
Add on mini facial  $70
Add on cupping or gua sha (subject to availability)  $25
Add on full body salt scrub & vichy shower  $80
Add on 30 min reiki to any massage (subject to availability) $65
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Rainshower 
Treatments + 
Body Rituals
Body Wrap Ritual 80 min, $199
Designed to buff, polish, hydrate and detox the body. This 
traditional body wrap ritual includes a welcome drink, mineral 
foot soak, full body sugar polish, red clay thermal wrap, scalp 
massage, shower off and full body butter hydration massage.

Hydrotherapy — Vichy/Rain Shower Massage
For the ultimate spa escape, the rain shower treatment bed can 
be used in conjunction with body treatments, or can be used 
separately prior to a massage to enhance relaxation and detoxify 
the skin (subject to availability).

Salt Glow and Hydrate $170
Enjoy a welcome drink before we take you through for a full 
body Murray River salt scrub with rain shower massage and body 
hydration application.

The Awaken Rain Shower Package $260
Full body aromatherapy salt scrub with body mask, rain shower 
and half hour back, neck and shoulder massage.

Glow and Tan! $130
Full body salt scrub and rain shower with organic full body 
mousse tan.

Suggested Add Ons
Basq signature salt scrub + vishy shower to any massage or facial 
treatment for only $80. Removes dead skin cells, awakens your 
senses and re-energises your body.
Mini facial to any body treatment for only $70
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Deluxe Back Treatment (the back facial!)
Express Treatment 30 min, $110
Indulgent Back Treatment 50 min, $140
— includes steam, microdermabrasion and massage
Beneficial in cleansing those tough to reach areas targeting a 
variety of skin care needs such as clogged pores, back acne, 
and dehydrated skin. Our back facial aims to relax and eliminate 
impurities, while rebalancing and clarifying the skin.

ASAP Hydrating Body Ritual  60 min, $180
This medical grade body treatment includes glycolic acid and 
lactic acid based products to leave your entire body soft and 
hydrated. Perfect for sun-damaged or dry skin, congested skin 
and keratosis pilaris. Includes a revitalizing full body scrub, vishy 
shower, treatment gel and full body hydration application.

Serenity 1.5hrs, $199
Begin your serenity with a warm foot soak and a welcome drink 
of your choice. You will then be taken to our dreamy vischy 
shower where you will have a soap massage, Basq blend salt 
scrub exfoliation, leave in hair masque and petit bespoke facial 
tailored to your skin concerns. After you will be taken back to the 
room for an all over body oil. Absolute luxe.

ADD ON a mini facial to any body treatment for only $70
ADD ON a 30 min massage to any body treatment $60
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Infrared Sauna
Far Infrared Sauna
As well as completely relaxing your mind, body and soul, the 
Infrared Sauna will increase the circulation, remove toxins 
from the body, improve lymphatic flow, assist with pain relief, 
reduce swelling and improve the tone, texture and colour of the 
skin. Extremely beneficial in breaking up cellulite when used 
in conjunction with massage, Gua Sha or Fat Cavitation and a 
healthy diet. Our state of the art Infrared Sauna also includes 
sound therapy, light therapy and aromatherapy if you choose. 
Includes all linen/towels and use of the shower afterwards.

Casual visit 30 min $35
Casual visit for 2 people 30 min $55
Casual visit 45 min $50
Casual visit 60 min $60
Casual visit for 3 people 30 min $75
Saunas can also be purchased as packs of 5 or 10 to be used at 
your leisure for a discounted rate.
30 min sauna prior to any body treatment/massage $28
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Holistic
Japanese Reiki Treatment 60 min, $140
Reiki works on the body’s energy systems, freeing areas of 
blockage. This Japanese method of hands-on-healing  
promotes deep relaxation, self-healing and clarity of thought. 
Also includes a welcome drink and mineral foot soak.

Hopi Ear Candling $69
The tapered end of a hollow cone is placed in the ear canal  
and the top is lit, creating a vacuum. The gentle drawing action of 
the candle fights infection, gently removes toxins from inside the 
ears, relieves sinus congestion and helps reduce snoring  
and headaches. Includes a pressure point face massage.

Indian Head Massage $135
A beautiful treatment of the head, neck, shoulders and  
upper arms - Indian head massage helps increase flexibility  
in the neck and shoulders, helps improve blood circulation  
and lymphatic flow, relaxes a tight scalp and frees muscular 
tension. A blissful cure for eye strain, headaches, insomnia, 
stress and depression and is particularly good for hair loss, 
premature greying and associated hair issues. Begins with a 
welcome drink and mineral foot bath.
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Skin 
Treatments
Advanced Skin Analysis
Skin Consultation with Observe Skin analysis machine $50
Recommended if you’re a first-time client.
More in-depth than any other skin consultation you’ve 
experienced, our skin analysis goes beyond simply selling you 
skin care and recommending treatments.
Please come to your appointment with your skin free of 
make-up, moisturiser or sunscreen - for us to get an accurate 
understanding of your skin type.
Price redeemable on product. 

Ultimate Hydration Facial  60 min, $165
This deluxe facial with asap products includes 
microdermabrasion, vitamin infusion with ultrasound and 
massage of the face, neck and decolletage.

asap Deep Cleanse + Micro  30 min, $99
Perfect for most skin types and great for teenagers - this deep 
cleansing facial includes an ultrasound deep cleanse, BHA mask 
and microdermabrasion.

Dermaplaning  40 min, $99

Dermaplaning with Level 1 Peel Upgrade  $120

Dermaplaning with Level 1 Peel Upgrade + LED $145 
Instant glow and exfoliation, this treatment uses a small blade 
to scrape away dead skin cells and ‘peach fuzz’ to reveal the 
brighter skin beneath.

HydroLux
If you like microdermasion….you’ll LOVE a HYDRO FACIAL!
Combines multiple treatment elements such as a peel and 
microdermabrasion PLUS the infusion of nutrients. We utilise 
water jets and vacuum massage to exfoliate, hydrate and clean 
out pores, revealing a smoother, more even textured surface.
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Express HydroLUX 30min, $110
Includes double deep cleanse, exfoliation, HydroLUX treatment + 
infusion, hydrator and SPF.

Signature HydroLUX 60 min, $160
Includes double deep cleanse, exfoliation, HydraLUX, mask, 
massage, hydrator and SPF.

ADD ON LED $50
ADD ON 30 min back massage $65

asap Gym for the Skin 30 min, $75
— a series of at least 5 is recommended
Requiring no preparation or downtime, asap Gym for the Skin 
workouts are a great introduction to asap peels. A gentle,  
non invasive vitamin-based workout customised to suit  
your skin type.

OCosmedics Peels
Include a cooling, soothing, hydrating alginate mask, scalp 
massage and hand massage.

Entry Level - Level 1 Peel $139
Pomegranate or Pumpkin Peel.

OCosmedics Level 2 Peel $145
Oxygenating Enzyme Peel or Bio White Peptide Peel.

OCosmedics Level 3 Peel $159
Catalyst Retinol Peel.

OCosmedics Level 4 Peel  $169
Alpha-Beta Peel: our deepest and strongest, skin must be 
prepped and currently under the care of one of our therapists.
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Corrective  
Skin Devices
Pollogen Divine Pro Treatments
Your non-surgical facelift is here! DIVINE™ PRO offers the ultimate 
treatment for total facial rejuvenation including skin toning, 
wrinkle reduction and skin firming with no surgery, minimal pain, 
and minimal downtime both as a treatment and prevention. 
A winning combination of 4 clinically proven technologies: 
VoluDerm™ micro-needling, TriPollar® RF, Dynamic Muscle 
Activation (DMA) and TriFractional™ work to renew the epidermis, 
mid-dermis and deep dermis, from the inside — out.
*A consultation is required before undertaking any Divine Pro 
treatments. A course of treatments is required for best results. 
Please see our website for in depth information about this 
exciting new technolgy as well as a full list of prices.

Voluderm RF Skin Needling - Full Face  $399
This minimally invasive treatment using micro-needles with RF 
safely and effectively target the dermis layer of the skin. Leaving 
skin renewed and rejuvenated, especially on those hard to treat 
areas such as the neck, around the eyes and upper lip areas.

Trifractional Skin Resurfacing - Face  $399
Trifractional resurfacing is an advanced, safe ablative technology 
that rejuvenates the face and neck area providing a youthful 
look with minimal discomfort and downtime. The treatment is 
targeted towards wrinkles, fine lines, skin tightening and skin 
resurfacing, including the improved appearance of scars.

Voluderm RF Needling & Trifractional  
Skin Resurfacing - Full Face  $600
Advanced wrinkle reduction, tightening & skin resurfacing.

Tripollar RF & DMA - Face  $250
Skin tightening, lifting & anti-ageing rejuvenation. Our TriPollar RF 
technology targets the lower dermis for non- invasive collagen 
and elastin production for the dermal volumising, smoothed fine 
lines and skin rejuvenation before DMA targets the deepest 
muscle layer to tighten, tone and lift skin for the ultimate sculpted 
facelift effect.
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Divine Pro Pyramid Facelift - Face  $750
Skin rejuvenation, tightening & resurfacing. The Divine Pro 
Pyramid Facelift offers the world-leading, non-invasive and non-
surgical facelift that employs four technologies into one Ultimate 
treatment. Combining TriPollar RF, DMA, Voluderm RF Needling 
and TriFractional Skin Resurfacing into one facial for the ultimate 
anti-ageing, facial rejuvenation results.  Our Divine Pro is the 
only RF Needling device that works on the Epidermis, Dermis 
and Muscle layer of the skin to achieve the ultimate anti-ageing 
results.

Micro-needling / CIT / Skin Needling
For all skins, can be used on face and body. We recommend a 
minimum of 4 treatments, 4-6 weeks apart to continually build 
your collagen and elastin.
Full Face $259
Neck $149
Decolletage $199
Neck + Decolletage $329
Face + Neck + Decolletage $399
Backs of Hands $149

For stretch mark and scarring treatments
Hips $299
Stomach $299
Upper Back $299

Numbing Cream optional. Please call Formulae on (02) 6021 
2253 and mention Basq to get your topical anaesthetic made up.

ADD ON Yellow or Red Healing MediLux Light LED   $50

Medical Grade LED-Light Therapy
LED light therapy promotes the repair, healing and restoration of 
tissue using specific wavelengths of light.
Benefits all skin types and concerns.
Can be used on face and body.
LED therapy is accumulative, so a series of 1-2 treatments a week 
is advised for optimal results.

ADD ON LED to any skin treatment $50

LED Cleanse and Treat $110
Includes a thorough cleanse, exfoliation, LED treatment and 
moisture application. Includes hand and arm massage.
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MediLux Light Lounge Treatment $50
Come in at any time and we’ll supply the products and set the 
LED for you to relax under the lights.

Buy 5 get one FREE,  buy 10, get 3 FREE.

LUMIXA Supercharged LED $299
Lumixa treatments are very similar to LED light therapy 
treatments - but SUPERCHARGED!
Lumixa is a topical gel that is applied to the face and activated 
with blue LED light. When activated, the gel performs a 
photoconversion in the skin producing Fluorescent Light Energy 
(FLE). Illuminates and rejuvenates the skin with the complete 
light spectrum – blue, green, yellow and red. Lumixa treats 
inflammation, ageing and impaired skin barriers. If you’re looking 
for a non-invasive alternative to microneedling, this is it.
5 treatments over 5 weeks is recommended for spectacular 
results (5 treatments for $1196).

IPL – Full Face $249
Please refer to online booking or website for full list of prices.
IPL (Intense Pulsed Light) is a modern form of light based therapy 
used to rejuvenate the skin. It can correct a variety of benign 
skin conditions, such as facial skin imperfections, the signs 
of aging, collagen and elastin, fine lines and wrinkles, broken 
capillaries, skin discoloration, age spots, freckles, mottled 
pigmentation, open pores, dull complexion, the symptoms of 
rosacea and unwanted hair.
A test patch 24-48 hours prior is needed before we perform this 
treatment on you.

Tattoo Removal 
Price via consultation, a test patch is required before we perform 
this treatment on you. Prices start at $80.
A series of 6-12 treatments is usually needed but this is a very 
individual treatment, so a consultation is required first.

Carbon Laser Facial $210
AKA ‘The China Doll Facial” this laser facialo Removes dead skin, 
excess oil and impurities. Perfect for acne prone or oily skin.
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Fat Cavitation
Ultrasonic fat cavitation is a method of body sculpting that uses 
ultrasound waves to cause the dissipation of fat particles.
You will need between 6-10 treatments and to follow our home 
care advice for optimum results.
Prices start $129 per area, per session. Please check our website 
or online booking for all areas and prices.
Pre-purchase 6 treatments, get 2 FREE.

ADD ON sauna immediately after treatment  $27 
(recommended)

Radio Frequency Skin Tightening
Radio Frequency Skin Tightening is a non-invasive, safe, non-
surgical tightening treatment for the early signs of loose or 
sagging skin.

RF Skin Tightening for full face  $159

RF Skin Tightening  
for full face, neck and decolletage  $199

Add ONE AREA of RF (eyes, lips, jowels etc)  
to any facial for $79 per area

RF Body Treatments start at $149 per area. 
Check website or online booking for all prices.

This is NOT a one-off treatment. A treatment plan of 6-10 
treatments, spaced weekly is recommended for optimum results.
Pre-purchase 6 treatments, get 2 FREE.

Brazilian Butt Lift (BBL) $220 per session
Our Technicians use a combination of Fat Cavitation and Radio 
Frequency in specific areas of your thighs and buttocks to melt 
fat away and tighten and sculpt your bootie.
Pre-purchase 6 treatments, get 2 FREE.
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Mumma To Be 
Pregnancy Massage
Using specialised pregancy mats to ensure you’re as 
comfortable and safe as can be, let us nurture you and your 
growing bub.
Our 60, 75 and 90 minute pregnancy massage treatments 
also begin with a magnesium mineral foot soak and herbal tea 
(please let us know if a cup of tea... isn’t your cup of tea - we can 
happily accommodate!).
All massages include hot towels and your choice of:
— Unscented massage oil,
— 100% cold pressed coconut oil, or
— Customised essential oil blend with your chosen scent 

available to purchase as a body oil or body butter.

30 min $85
45 min $120
60 min $149
75 min $175
90 min $210

The Pregnancy Glow 1.25 hrs, $199
Soothe tired and aching muscles with a magnesium foot soak + 
scrub and welcome drink. Then let us rejuvenate your skin with a 
Basq pregnancy-friendly facial with all the trims.  
Also includes a foot and leg massage, shoulder massage,  
hand, arm and scalp massage.

Bump Bliss 2.75 hrs, $399
A nurturing treatment for mum to be. A specially designed 
package with treatments that flow into each other and gently 
carry away your aches and help you connect with your bump. 
Beginning with a mineral foot soak and scrub to soothe tired 
feet, followed by a full body pregnancy massage to send you 
into deep relaxation. You will then be treated to an eco-friendly 
customised facial to nourish your skin and enhance your glow. 
Finally, sip on a herbal tea or pressed juice as we file, buff and 
polish your tootsies with a deluxe pedicure.

The Babymoon 2.25 hrs, $600 per couple
In your own private room, your treatment begins together with 
a soothing mineral foot soak and scrub. Then, for the mamas to 
be - you will fall into deep relaxation with a full body pregnancy 
massage while your partner enjoys a full body tension release 
massage. You’ll both be treated to a customised facial and uber 
good scalp massage.
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Hands + Feet
Basq makes the mindful choice to use a safer polish.  
Our nail polishes and gel polishes are eco-friendly, premium 
quality, cruelty free, vegan, non-toxic, deliver long lasting results 
and are Australian made.

Petit Manicures and Pedicures
The perfect way to tidy up your nails when you’re short of time. 
Includes filing, cuticle tidy, buffing and polish of your choice.

Express Manicure $60
Express Pedicure $60

asap Medi-pedi Glycolic Foot Treatment 30 min, $65 

Upgrade to a full Deluxe Spa Pedi with glycolic $120
This is the ultimate in luxury and foot care for both healthy feet 
and those in need of a little extra care and attention. This glycolic 
foot treatment starts with a bubble bath foot soak and ends with 
utterly pampered feet. Step out confidently with renewed and 
refreshed silky, soft feet. (Your feet will peel for a few days!)

Classic Spa Manicure $85
Includes filing, cuticle work, buffing, a rejuvenating hand and arm 
exfoliation and a luxurious massage. Finish with a polish.

Deluxe Spa Pedicure $99
Sit back with a welcome drink as we soothe tired legs and feet 
with an aromatic foot soak, heel rasp, nail filing, cuticle work, 
buffing of the nail plate, an invigorating foot and leg exfoliation 
and luxurious massage. Finish with a polish.

Paraffin Wax Treatment $25
This ultra nourishing warm wax treatment infuses moisture deep 
into the skin. It is the perfect add on to a Mani or Pedi.

Add Ons
•  Gel with any mani/pedi $20
•  Gel removal with any mani/pedi $10
•  Gel removal $15
•  Glycolic foot peel with any pedi $25

CARE ADVICE: Polish takes 2-8 hours to fully cure, keep this in 
mind after a treatment. Bring open toed footwear for pedicures.
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Waxing 
Services
We use high quality hot and strip waxes for exceptional hair 
removal, with single use disposable applicators for each client 
to promote a high standard of hygiene.

Waxing for Her
Eyebrow tidy $25
Eyebrow mapping and re-shape $40
Lip wax $22
Chin wax $22
Sides of face $22
Underarm wax $30
Arm wax $40
Stomach wax/snail trail $20
Standard bikini line $30
G-string $45
Brazilian - XXX first time $75
Brazilian - XXX follow up $63 (see below)
- no more than 5 weeks between appointments
1/2 leg wax $45
3/4 leg wax $50
Full leg wax $70

Wax Packages
3 facial areas $49
2 facial areas  $39
1/2 leg and standard bikini OR underarm $63
1/2 leg and G-string $83
1/2 leg, bikini and underarm $83
1/2 leg and follow up XXX $99
Full leg and standard bikini line or underarm $90
Full leg and G-string $90
Full leg and follow up XXX $109
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Men’s Menu
The Hunstman 2 hrs, $280
Spruce yourself up before a special occasion or just for a 
treat. This package is designed with the modern man in mind. 
Includes an Infrared sauna session tailored to his concerns or 
sports injuries followed by a full body tension release massage, 
detailing of the hands and feet and signature facial.

Hand Detailing $55
Give those hardworking hands some TLC.  
Includes nail and cuticle tidy, exfoliation, buff and massage.

The Duke $119
A power facial designed especially for men. Customised to his 
skin concerns - includes microdermabrasion and a face, neck, 
shoulder and scalp massage.

Foot Repair $65
Whether from working out or days spent in leather shoes to and 
from the office, feet naturally become visibly worn out and tired. 
Our Foot Repair therapy includes nail trimming, shaping, buffing 
and cuticle tidy-up as well as deep moisturising and a lower leg 
massage to help relieve tension.

Manscaping / Men’s Waxing
Eyebrow wax $25
Nostrils/Ears $22
Back and shoulders $62
Chest and stomach $62
Full arm $45
Bikini/Speedo $45
Full leg $70
Full leg and speedo $89
Chest and back $110
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Beauty Services
Tinting — Eyelash and Brow
A safe and gentle way to highlight and define lashes and brows. 
Your therapist will help you choose the best colours for you. All 
eyelash tints include a stress-relieving hand and arm massage.

Eyelash tint $35
Eyebrow tint $20
Eyelash and brow tint $45
Eyebrow tint and tidy $40
Eyelash tint and eyebrow wax $49
Eyelash and brow tint and eyebrow wax $59

Bronsun Hybrid Brow Dye
Bronsun Brow Dye is a hybrid eyebrow dye that colours both the 
skin and hair of the eyebrows (can also be used on lashes).
Colour is designed to be retained for up to 2 weeks on skin and 
up to 7 weeks on hair. This is the only tint of its kind in the market 
giving you the same effect as Henna.

Bronsun brow stain $35
Bronsun brow stain and eyebrow wax $50

Lash Lifting
Lash lift eliminates over curling and is an advancement on the 
“lash perm” leaving your lashes long, luscious and lifted to 
perfection! With lash lift you no longer need eyelash curlers or 
mascara. You literally wake up every day bright eyed with long 
luscious lashes!

Lash lift $69
Lash lift and eyelash tint $99
Lash lift and tint PLUS eyebrow wax and tint $125

Yumi Luxe Lash Lift and Tint $129
The Yumi Luxe lash lift is an incredible advanced KERATIN lash lift 
TREATMENT. It’s designed to boost, enhance and lift the natural 
eyelash without damaging your eyelashes. With the use of a 
special pigment infusion, your natural lashes are lifted and curled 
to appear thick, dark and long daily without any mascara or curler 
needed and results will last from 8-12 weeks.

Yumi Luxe lash lift + tint PLUS brow tint + wax $149

•  Please note, this is a different treatment to the  
traditional lash lift perm.
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Three Warriors Tan
Bringing you the ultimate salon quality tan, minus the nasties. 
Made in Tasmania, Three Warriors is the only tanning range that 
gets you glowing from the inside out. Natural, organic formulas 
and a luxe glow for every body, every time.
Home care is also available to complement and extend the life 
of your tan. To ensure you get the best results please ask one of 
our fully qualified and expert therapists for some tips.

Cream/Mousse tan $60
With dry brush exfoliation $70
Salt scrub, Vischy shower and mousse tan $139

Special Occasion Make-Up
The INIKA range is a professional quality mineral make-up that 
is 100% pure crushed mineral from the earth, with no additives. 
Australian made, organic and vegan - this makes it the perfect 
make-up choice for acne, sensitive skin, rosacea, skin flaws, sun 
damaged and scarred skins. Also the best and safest make-up 
alternative for application following facial treatments, waxing, 
cosmetic surgery and microdermabrasion.

Personalised make-up lesson masterclass $120
Bridal and special occasion $99
Make-up trial $99

•  All make up services are complimentary with the purchase of 
$150 or more of makeup on the day.

•  Add temporary false eyelashes to any make up for $20.
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Rest — 
Spa Packages
Invigorate your mind, body and soul with a signature rest 
package. Spa packages make the perfect gift for someone 
you love, or just to treat yourself. Please contact us if you 
would like to customise a spa package. All spa packages 
include complimentary wine or ale, juice or tea/coffee. Platter 
and bubbles/wine/juice $30 per person - must be ordered in 
advance.

Holistic Bliss 2.25 hrs, $375
Begin your journey into relaxation sipping on organic bubbles 
or herbal tea while we treat you to a gorgeous magnesium foot 
soak, aromatic foot exfoliation and massage. Continue to unwind 
with a hot stone full body massage for ultimate tension release. 
You’ll then be treated to a Basq signature facial (customised to 
your skin concerns) and your journey will conclude with a sinus 
draining face and scalp massage with ear candling. The perfect 
way to lift your day and reset your soul.

Escape and Renew (his or hers) 5 hrs, $750
Treat yourself or someone special to a spa package fit for a 
queen (or king!) Your day begins with a full body aromatic Murray 
River salt scrub and body mask with cocoon wrap. Bliss out with 
a heavenly scalp massage and rain shower on our signature 
hydrotherapy bed. Follow this with a full body relaxation 
massage, Hopi ear candling, Basq eco-friendly signature facial 
and deluxe manicure and pedicure. Good for the soul - absolute 
Heaven on Earth. Includes a light lunch or afternoon tea.

Cloud 9 2.5 hrs, $299
Perfect for a bit of well deserved time out on any day!  
Begins with a back, neck and shoulder massage to release 
tension and help you quickly unwind. Includes a Basq 
customised facial, scalp massage, hand and arm massage, 
hydrating eye treatment and concludes with a deluxe pedicure 
and polish of your choice.
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The Tasting Plate 75 min, $199
A little bit of some of our faves. Enjoy a foot soak and welcome 
drink, back, neck, shoulder and scalp massage, customised 
clinical power facial and express pedicure. A great little ‘pick me 
up’ for any occasion. (Pedi can be transferred for a manicure, 
please mention when booking if you would like this option).

The Great Escape 3 hrs, $360
Includes the three most popular spa treatments. A full body 
tension release massage (beginning with a magnesium foot soak 
and dry body brushing), customised power facial and deluxe Spa 
Pedicure... the ultimate package and a great gift voucher choice!

asap Ultimate Top to Toe  
Medi-Treatment Package 3 hrs, $450
Escape from reality with the ultimate treatment designed to 
indulge the body from head to toe. Leave the world behind with 
a full body scrub using asap Revitalising Bodyscrub, followed by 
asap Revitalising Bodymoist to awaken the skin.  
A hydrating medi-facial treatment follows, along with an asap 
Bright Eye Treatment, to ensure the delicate eye area isn’t 
overlooked. Finally, an asap Foot Treatment completes the 
pampering, leaving the whole body revitalised. This is the 
ultimate guilt free indulgence.

Spa Fusion 2 hrs, $260
Nurture yourself with this enticing combination. Enjoy a 
grounding mineral foot soak and herbal tea on arrival. You’ll then 
be treated to a relaxing full body Swedish massage followed by 
a Bespoke Spa Facial and contour mask.

Rest and Reset 75 min, $210
Your journey begins with a botanical foot soak while sipping on a 
Basq signature tea blend. Rest and reset while we massage the 
entire back of your body... legs, feet, back, neck and shoulders. 
Continue this bliss with a bespoke spa facial tailored to your 
skin. We’ll also treat you to a hand and arm massage and scalp 
massage for ultimate relaxation.

Looking to enhance your experience?  
Head to the TREATMENT ENHANCEMENT MENU  
for a full list of optional add ons.
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Treatment  
Enhancement 
Menu
Add one or more of these services to your  
facial / massage / spa package for ultimate indulgence
•  Parrafin for the neck and décolletage $25
•  File and polish fingers or toes $30
•  15 minute back massage $29
•  Foot massage $20
•  30 minute back massage $60
•  Leave in hair treatment and hot towel infusion $25
•  Ultrasound vitamin infusion $35
•  Microdermabrasion $25
•  30 minute infrared sauna session $25
•  Platter and champagne per person $25
•  Audio meditation $15
•  Body scrub and shower prior to massage $75
•  Dry body brushing $15
•  Ultrasound eye infusion $25
•  Peel-boost to any medi facial $30
    (only suitable for prepped skin)
•  Anti-ageing eye treatment $30
•  Mini facial to any body treatment $60
•  LED treatment $35

Retail add ons for Spa Packages and vouchers
We offer a variety of Australian made and owned boutique 
skin, body and spa products. These make a thoughtful add on 
when purchasing a gift or voucher for someone. Please see 
our friendly staff for more information.
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